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, $N$ $k_{-}\log N$ SAT .
, $x_{\dot{t},j}(1\leq i\leq k, 1\leq i\leq\log N)$ , , ( $x_{i,1},$ $x_{i,2},$ $\cdots,$ $x$ 109 $N$ )
0,1 2 , . , $x_{i,1}$
. , $(x_{2,1}, x_{2,2}, x_{2,3}, x_{2,4}, \cdots, x_{2,\log N})=(1,0,1,0, \cdots , 0)$ ,
5 . , $(x_{i,1},$ $x_{i,2},$ $\cdots$ ,




1: $1\leq i\leq k$ $i$ $(x_{i,1}, x_{i,2}, \cdots, x_{i,\log N})$ 2 $N-1$ $0$
.
2: $1\leq i<i\leq k$ $i,j$ , $(x_{i,1}, x_{i,2}, \cdots , x_{i,\log N})$ $(x_{j,1},$ $x_{j,2},$ $\cdots$ ,
$x_{j,\log N})$ $0$ .
3: $a,b$ , $1\leq i<i\leq l$ , $i,j$ , 2
.
$(x_{i,1}, x_{i,2}, \cdots, x_{i,\log N})$ $a$ , $(x_{j,1}, x_{j,2}, \cdots, x_{j,\log N})$ $b$ $0$
$(x_{i,1}, x_{i,2,}x_{\dot{2}},)$ $b$ , $(x_{j,1}, x_{j,2}, \cdots, x_{j,\log N})$ $a$ $0$ .
, a,b .
1 , $k$
. , $x_{i,1},$ $x_{i,2},$ $\cdots,$ $x_{i,5}$ 25 2 $(1, 0,0,1,1)$
, $(\overline{x_{i,2}}+\overline{x_{i,4}}+\overline{x_{i,5}})(\overline{x;,3}+\overline{x_{i,4}}+\overline{x_{i,5}})$ . 2
. , $0$ $N-1$
114
, $i,j$ $N$ . , 5
($\overline{Xi,1}+x_{i,2}+\overline{x_{i,3}}+x$ $4+\cdots+x_{i,1}$ $gN+\overline{x_{j,1}}+x_{j,2}+\overline{x_{j,3}}+x_{j,4}+$
. . . $+x_{j,\log N}$ ) . 3 ,
.
3.2 $clique_{-}to_{-}SAT$ II
, $\log N+(k-1)\log D(D$ $k$
) . , ,





$X_{1}j,$ $(1\leq i\leq\log N),y_{i,j},$ $(2\leq i\leq k, 1\leq i\leq\log D)$ , $x$
, $y$ . ,
$(x_{1,1}, x_{1,2}, x_{1,3}, x_{1,4}, \cdots, x_{1,\log N})=(1,0,1,0, \cdots, 0)$ , $(y_{5,1}, y_{5,2}, y_{5,3})=(1,1,0)$ ,




1: $x_{1,1},$ $x_{1,2},$ $\cdot$ . , $x_{1,1_{0}9^{N}}$ 2 $N-1$ $0$ .
2: $k-2$ $a$ . $a$ , $x_{1,1},$ $x_{1,2},$ $\cdots,$ $x_{1,1}$ $gN$ 2
$a$ $0$ .
3: $1\leq i\leq N,2\leq j\leq k$ $i,j$ $x_{1,1},$ $x_{1,2},$ $\cdots,$ $x_{1},\iota$ $gN$ $i$ ,
$yj,1,$ $yj,2,$ $\cdots,$ $yj,\log D$ ( $i$ $-1$ ) $0$ .
4 : $2\leq i<j\leq k$ $i,$ $j$ , $y_{i,1},$ $y_{i,2},$ $\cdots,$ $y_{i,\log D}$ $yj,1,$ $yj,2$ ,
$y_{j,1ogD}$ $0$ .
5 : $1\leq v\leq N$ $v$ , .
$v$ $a,b$ . , $v$
$a,b$ $e_{a},$ $e_{b}$ . $2\leq i<j\leq k$ $i,j$ ,
2 .




$x_{I,1},$ $x_{I,2},$ $\cdots,$ $x_{1,\log N}$ $v$ , $y_{i,I},$ $y_{i,2},$ $\cdots$ , $yi,\log D$ $e_{b}$ , $yj,1,$ $yj,2,$ $\cdots,$ $yj,\log D$
$e_{a}$
$0$ .
$k-2$ $k$ . 2
$0$ .
$G$ $p$ . $D$ $G$ $k$
, $G$ $D$ , $D\simeq pN$ , $k \log N-(k-1)\log\frac{1}{p}$
.
3.3 $clique_{-}to_{-}SAT$ III
, $k=3l$ ( ) . , 3
( ) , $0$ mm–l . , 2
, 2
. , , ,
$l= \frac{k}{3}$ . $I$
$l\log m$ . $x_{i,j},$ $(1\leq i\leq l, 1\leq i\leq\log m)$ .
[ $clique_{-}to_{-}SAT$ III]
1: $(x_{i,1}, x_{i,2}, \cdots, x_{i,\log m})$ 2 $m-1$ $0$ .
2: $1\leq i<j\leq l$ $i,j$ , $(x_{i,1}, x_{i,2}, \cdots, x_{i,\log m})$ $(x_{j,1},$ $x_{j,2},$ $\cdots$ ,
$x_{j,\log m})$ $0$ .
3: $a,b$ , $1\leq i<j\leq l,i\neq j$ $i,j$ ,
2 .
( $x_{i,1},$ $x_{i,2},$ $\cdots,$ $x_{i,1}$ $gN$ ) $a$ , $(x_{j,1}, x_{j,2}, \cdots, x_{j,\log N})$ $b$ $0$ ,
$(x_{i,1}, x_{i,2}, \cdots , x_{i,\log N})$ $b$ , $(x_{j,1}, x_{j,2}, \cdots, x_{j,\log N})$ $a$ $0$ .
, a,b .
$G$ 3 ${}_{N}C_{3} \simeq\frac{n^{3}}{6}$ , 3
$p^{3}$ , $m \simeq\frac{1}{6}(pN)^{3}$ . $\frac{k}{3}\log m\simeq k\log N-k\log\frac{1}{p}$
.
3.4 $clique_{-}to_{-}SAT$ IV




. , $G’$ $\frac{k}{3}$ $D’$ $\log m+(\frac{k}{3}-1)\log D’$
.
$N$ $m=p^{3}\cdot {}_{N}C_{3}$ , 1
$m’=p^{3}\cdot N-3C_{3}$ , $\frac{m’}{m}\simeq 1$ . , 2
$p^{9}$ , $G’$ 2 $p^{9}$
. $\log m+(\frac{k}{3}-1)\log p^{9}m=k\log pN+3(k-3)\log p$ .
, $P$ $N^{-\frac{1}{4}}$ ‘ .
, $G’$ $mp^{9}=N^{3}p^{12}$ , $p<N^{-\frac{1}{4}}$ 1
. $G$ .
3.5
$clique_{-}to_{-}SAT$ II $clique_{-}toS$AT III ,
$G$ $D$ , $D/N$ ,
3 $(D/N)^{3}$ . 3 ${}_{N}C_{3}\simeq$
N3/6 , D3/6 . , $clique_{-}to_{-}SAT$ III
$\frac{k}{3}\log m\simeq k\log D$ , $clique_{-}toS$AT II
.
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